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An intake is how we obtain
animals. At HCHS, and most
other shelters nationwide,
there are two options for
intakes. There are stray intakes,
which are animals with no
known owners and then there
are owner surrendered intakes,
when the owner surrenders all
rights of ownership of the
animal to the humane society.

A reclaim occurs when an
animal is picked up or brought
in as a stray, unknown owners;
the owners are then found and
they reclaim their pet. It can, at
times take days to track down
an owner, but if the pet is
microchipped it only takes a
couple of minutes for us to get
in touch with the owner as
long as they have kept thier
contact information current.
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May's Overview

Intake Numbers
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Outcome Numbers

Adoptions .......... 15
Sent To Rescues ....... 92
Reclaimed ... 13

May Total Outcomes - 120



The joys of spring...warmer
weather, blooming flowers and
a multitude of unwanted litters
of puppies and kittens,
creating a hellscape for
animal welfare organizations
(AWOs). Without fail, each
spring and early summer
AWOs are not only inundated
by the sheer numbers of litters
entering their facility, but also
attempting to battle sickness
and diseases that accompany
this influx. Even the most well
oiled AWO will reek of the
tribulation that is puppy and
kitten season. Here at HCHS,
our typical monthly intake
averages 200-250 animals.
During puppy & Kitten-
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Puppy &
Kitten Season

Adopt A Shelter Cat
Month! 

During the entire
month of June, all cat
adoptions will be
"Name Your Own
Price!" 

Each cat adoption includes
spay/neuter surgery, rabies
vaccine and a microchip with
a lifetime registry. 

June is...

What does that mean for shelters?

season we can see intake
numbers around 400+ per
month. This is the reason AWOs
advocate for the spay & neuter
of pets. The general public just
sees the one litter of kittens they
found and brought to the shelter,
not aware of the previous 17
other litters the shelter received
earlier that same day. The only
solution to alleviate this influx is
to spay & neuter your pets.
Puppy & Kitten season is taxing
for all involved, the public, shelter
staff and most importantly the
animals. Be a part of the solution
and alter your pets!
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